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PRESIDENTS  
REPORT

Kia Ora everyone,

Welcome to this the first newsletter for 2022. As we 
adjust to the new daylight saving hours, it’s a good 
time reflect on the great summer we have had. I for one 
have really enjoyed the warmer evenings we get during 
summer, and have made a point of getting out and 
making good use of this time.

We have now well and truly started the Community 
Peer Support program. Its been a big learning for all 
of us, but overall it all seems to be working out like we 
had hoped/planned. Most of you should be receiving 
an initial text or phone call, to see if you would like to 
be contacted more regularly by our trained Community 
Peer Supporters. One of the areas where I think this 
service will have a big impact is when newly impaired 
clients first integrate back into the community. At this 
time it can be very daunting as one adjusts back in to 
their new normal. 

The Peer support within the Spinal unit has been very 
disrupted lately, as the unit has put in place some of the 
tightest restrictions I’ve seen, all in the hope of keeping 
the Omicron outbreak to a minimum in the wards. So 
all our staff have been working from home for most of 
this year, which is not ideal,  however we forge ahead 
doing our best. 

I was lucky enough to get out fishing on the new 
Wish4fish boat recently. It was a fantastic day out on 
the water, all the crew were super helpful. The boat has 
been extremely well thought out. It has an accessible 
lift to access the upper pilothouse, 4 hospital beds for 
overnight outings, and a few electric fishing reels with 
servo controllers, which can enable anyone with limited 
hand function to reel in those big ones. The team at 
Wish4fish must be congratulated for developing this 
outstanding boat and service. 

We are starting to get reports from some members that 
they have court Omicron, thankfully most have only 
been sick for couple of days, but we have had the odd 
report of some people getting hit with it really hard. 

However this seems to be the same as with the general 
public too. There doesn’t seem to be any rhyme or 
reason why some people get off lightly when others get 
totally bed ridden. So please do take care when you are 
out and about. It’s very wise to wear a mask, and wash 
your hands regularly.

Ngā mihi, 
Brendan Tourelle 
President 



PEER ARTICLE

Already a quarter of the way through the year and here 
we are, still trying to navigate under Covid 19 restric-
tions. At the moment we are unable to work on site 
at the unit so we’re all working from home, doing our 
best to communicate with the new current patients 
and catching up with expatients in the community & 
trying not to eat everything in sight each time we pass 
the kitchen!
The roll out of community peer supporters is going 
well, stories & problems are being solved & shared, 
new friendships are being made. If you haven’t been 
contacted by someone & would like  community sup-
port, please give the office a call & let us know.
Our fortnightly zoom meetings are going well. We’ve 
had some interesting guest speakers with more to 

come. We’ve had an increase in numbers attending 
which is great. We are in the process of organising an 
evening session fortnightly for those of you who are 
unable to attend during the day. When it is up & run-
ning, we’ll let you know on our facebook page. 
It was great to see the Kiwis in action at the para Win-
ter Olympic games. I’m sure some of us were inspired 
to give a few sports a try. Sally is going to have a go at 
wheelchair curling!
Hopefully by the time the next newsletter comes out, 
things will be back to the new Covid normal & every-
thing will be a bit easier. Until then, keep yourselves 
safe, healthy & happy.



PERRYS JOURNEY

May 4th 2021 when my life changed,no I didn’t become a 
Jedi lol some may say it’s a turning point in your life,others 
would’ve said it’s the end of life as I knew it.

I was admitted to Brisbane Princess Alexandra Hospital with 
back pain,so severe that I had to be wheeled in on a chair. Hrs 
passed before I was seen. MRI scan, CT scan, X-rays. 12hrs 
later Drs noticed some abnormalities in my T1. Day 2 was 
becoming clearer that my situation was probably worse than 
I first thought,hints of cancer. May 6th I was paralysed from 
my armpits down with excruciating pain in my arms,shoul-
ders and back. I didn’t want to be touched or rolled. Lost my 
appetite. The hardest thing about paralysis was not knowing if 
I would walk again,or even to be able to live a fulfilling life.

Fast forward 2wks pain was still unbearable to be moved or 
touched. Chemo was being done, but the uncertainty of being 
paralysed was still sinking in. The end of the month wasn’t 
looking too crash hot.

By mid June we were told that because of my paralysis we 
didn’t qualify for care in Australia and that our only option was 
to move back to NZ after 16 going on 17yrs living there.

Then my wife,son and mother all had to make the decision 
wether I was moving back for treatment alone or together. We 
decided we would stick together as a family. All this amongst 
a full on lockdown from June 27th- to July 24th as all Brisbane 
hospitals were to have no visitors at all. This was one of my 
darkest moments throughout this ordeal.

On the 24th of July Jacinta Arden closes NZ off to all visitors 
and NZ citizens had a week to have all documents, COVID 
testing to leave the country or be forced to a 2 week quarantine 
which you paid for.

We couldn’t comply due to my mothers renal failure which was 
being treated at home every 2nd day for 7-8hr periods on lower 
cycles due to low blood pressure since 2016. So my wife had a 
prayer and managed to get the 3 of them a flight on the 29th of 
July…..whew!

Oh I forgot I’d missed the deadline to leave the country! For-
tunately though I ended up on an air ambulance on the 3rd of 
August and straight into another 2week isolation at middle-
more hospital in Auckland.

During this time I’d got a little feeling in my left toe, my wife 
was ecstatic, myself mildly optimistic.

Mum was also in middlemore dialysis unit for 3xfour hr ses-
sions at a harder pace, physically it was taking its toll on her.

Release day from quarantine August 17th Yusss. Only to be told 
we were going into a level 4 lockdown! Hell No!

Fast forward to September 29th and I’d finally made it to the 
spinal unit.

2nd day in the unit I got to-get in a wheelchair first time I’d 
been able to sit up in 5mnths. 2 days later first shower as well 
in 5mnths. That was pretty exhilarating. Moving forward from 
there was also a lot of physio,rehab, and O.T’s. phsychologists 
as well as keeping up with chemotherapy. Oct10th I’d spoken 
to my mother 3 days earlier, she’d taken a turn for the worst 
and she said she’d had enough. She passed on October 10th. 
The hardest thing about that was not being able to see her 
before she passed. It was only through zoom but we were still 
on a level four lockdown. It was another tough moment, my 
wife lost a mother in law and my son a beloved grandmother. 
So firstly finding out I had a disease,then it causing paralysis, 
getting kicked out of another country our child considered 



home, no financial assistance from said country, and not 
knowing what reception we’d receive when arriving home. It 
was a lot to cope with.

But as it’s said life still goes on and part of me stilll wants 
me to make my mum proud. So onwards and forwards was 
the physio was really hard standing. Especially using slings. 
I never thought it was possible, but we eventually got to the 
stage where we could get up on my feet, and I made a lot of 
good friends in the spinal unit. We had a good vibe in there. 
After getting on top of being in a spinal unit and dealing with 
an injury I met the Spinal Support Team. I met Lee and Sally 
towards the end of October as restrictions were easing. I spent 
alot of time with Lee,he’d taken me under his wing and took 
me out amongst the public on trains, to malls he helped from 
his experience how to navigate society and social integration. 
Also Sally guiding us with these skills to help others in the unit 
as it can get quite lonely in there.

Sally and Lee helped my wife feel okay about being capable to 
bear the responsibility of becoming an improved carer toward 
me, and keeping her realistic about spinal issues. But all in all 
they started to teach us how to live our life as less of a burden 
on society but a valuable asset toward others wanting a life 
with a positive outlook instead of despair and hopelessness.

We got to meet Yash,Georgia and Khartik who elevated and 
expanded our connections not only for social housing for me, 
but also genuine support. As my plan had been to go into a rest 
home in Dec 20th which had fallen through. Then January 10th 
and it’d fallen through. Fast forward again and Georgia kept 

astute about housing and jumped to an opportunity found 
on Facebook. Thanks Georgia. We went to go visit with the 
owner and the house was near perfect. It actually felt too good 
to be true. They’d even left it furnished. We’ve been living in 
this house now for a couple of months and my family are at 
ease and alot more happier. This WOULD NOT have happened 
without the spinal support team. But along with them and 
the faith we have it’s helped us to realise that life does go on 
after a spinal injury and that living with a spinal injury you can 
still have a fulfilling life. We’re moving forward ever blessed 
and grateful with the support from this spinal support team 
Yash Sally Georgia Lee and John we’re indebted to you for your 
selfless support, but we always want to reach out to others who 
need help, and to some of you who’ll never reach out due to 
being whakama or too shy, the opportunity is for you to intro-
duce yourself or I can introduce myself to you,we can as I said 
before we can still live a fulfilling life with the spinal support 
team to help get us there. Fast forward to April 1st which some 
refer as April fools. Yet the only fools are those who suppose 
life is over after living in a wheelchair,there’s so much more to 
achieve. I rode 2 hrs from otahuhu to east tamaki in my power 
chair, and I’ll get further and further as time goes on, there’s 
so much to see. I’m an MOH patient and continually need to 
find funding, but to anybody out there who needs help your 
spinal support team are here and you can also contact me, I’m 
on Facebook. So thank you to everybody whose had a hand in 
helping us to recover,and we’ll keep moving forward, what-
ever comes and remember make the most of what you’ve got. 
Cheers.



THIS IS HOW I ROLL

Grant's story is told as he reaches 60 years 
of age. He shares all aspects of his disability 
experience in detail, trusting that this can 
be helpful for others who find themselves 
associated with similar circumstances.

It has also been written to provide a 
background understanding of his realities 
for the numerous rugby colleagues he 
worked with during his stellar career prior 
to his second book, which will tell that 
story. His was a pioneering contribution at 
the heart of the development of analysis in 
rugby.

Grant shares his recognition of the 
fundamental importance of the love and 
support that has been provided by his 
family and close friends in achieving his 
fulfilling life, and especially acknowledges 
Harriet, the love of his life. A third book 
telling his broader family story is planned.

Book One in a My Life trilogy, this is a story 
about bravery, determination, acceptance 
and the importance of a positive attitude, 
told by a guy with a wicked sense of 
humour.

Check out the website for more info and 
how to purchase.

grantsbooks.co.nz

THE GRANT AICKIN STORY
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WISH 4 FISH

Friday the 18th of March 2022 is a day I will never 
forget along with a few other people

The Wish 4 Fish Charity had been in contact with all 
the NGO’s to see if we would like a tour of the boat, 
Brendan managed to book us in for Friday 18th to 
take this tour, I then asked how many people we 
could take for the tour to which he gave me Tony’s 
details (General Manager). I then asked Tony when 
the next charter would be as I would love to get our 
Community Peer Supporters on to say thank you for 
all their work so far, Tony advised not for 6 months 
due to the season. Tony then advised he would talk 
to the Skipper to see if they can do anything and 
asked how long it would take me to fill a charter, I 
said as soon as I needed to. Tony then got back to 
me and advised they could take us out that Friday, 
I had less than 24hrs to fill the boat, since it was 
very last minute I got in touch with all Community 
Peer Supporter within Auckland, Hamilton and 
Whangerie region, as this was last minute I either 
didn’t get a response or they were unable to attend 
so we put the word out to our wider community, we 
ended up filling the boat with 9 wheelies, I did have 
10 but one had to pull out due to career problems.

Tony and the crew were shocked we filled the boat 
so fast, I have advised in future if you ever have 
spare spaces on the boat our community would love 
to take them up on the opportunity.

Seeing the faces of our crew on the boat was 
priceless. Some have been in the chair for years and 
never though they would be given an opportunity 
like this.

Since the trip some have made great connections 
with each other, they keep in contact and support 
each other through their journeys



Growing up in the Cook Islands fishing for me 
was always a relaxing & enjoyable hobby and 
it’s something that I thought I’ll never get to  
experience again since my accident in 2008. 
Thanks to Wish4fish & the Team at Spinal support 
I got to experience this joy again plus remember 
some good memories.

One of my best memories fishing is with my 
friend Ngaputa, he thought me how to fish. I 
couldn’t help but remember the time we thought 
it was a good idea to wag school & attend another 
schools gala event, we were confident that we 
wouldn’t get caught. Thanks to a certain fishing 
game, we won all the prizes & were interviewed 
for the local 5pm news on TV. The headline they 
used on the news that night “Future fisherman” 
returning to school the next day our hom room 
teacher called us that. I remember the whole 
class laughing & so did we, best way to get caught 
wagging school I guess.

The boat is fantastic it’s really accessible and the 
crew is so friendly , they made everything so easy for 
us on wheelchairs .

I didn’t get a chance to check upstairs i was too busy 
trying to catch a big fish and yeah it’s amazing and 
can’t wait to go fishing again 

And thank you as well for giving me the opportunity 
to join you guys, I really enjoyed that day 



Kia ora!

In NZ, if you have an accident or an illness that causes 
a spinal cord impairment (SCI) you will be fortunate 
enough to get top quality specialist medical care.  The 
likelihood is you will first go to a hospital ICU to be 
stabilised, perhaps have spinal surgery, and then onto 
one of NZ’s two specialist spinal units.

The treatment you get from doctors, surgeons, nurses, 
health care attendants, physiotherapists, occupational 
therapists, social workers and nutritionists will be top 
notch.  They will take excellent care of your medical 
needs.

You will also receive a handbook – ‘Back on Track’.

 This is a guide to life with an SCI, written by laymen 
and peers (reviewed by experts), in everyday language 
to help you truly understand what’s happening.  To 
help answer your questions, sometimes before you’ve 
thought of them.  To give you an insight into what 
could lie ahead.  To help you gain some control over 
your SCI journey at a time when it can often feel like 
you’re just along for the ride.

‘Back on Track’ has been a cornerstone of NZST’s Peer 
and Whānau Support for close to 20 years.  It has 
provided thousands of people a clearer understanding 
of their situation, complementing the information 
delivered by their medical teams, and allowing them 

to take ownership of their future path.  It is provided 
free for every new SCI patient, to use at the hospital 
and take away with them when they go home.

And it’s not only a resource for the person in the bed. 
It has provided awareness for family members as they 
work hard to support their loved one, while juggling 
their own emotions and questions. And has proved 
valuable for those providing in-home support care – 
many support staff have never cared for a person with 
an SCI and are appreciative of this ‘crash course’.

 We’ve had positive feedback from NZ patients: “I 
find it useful to refer back to.  Also to give any new carers to 
read so they may get a better understanding of caring for a 
spinal patient”; from whānau members “I read it cover 
to cover … more than once.  I learned so much”;  from 
Occupational Therapists “I have found the book to 
be excellent. It provides the information in a clear 
manner which allows the person to go back and re-
read or check up on information that was originally 
provided verbally in hospital”; from overseas “I am a 
clinical psychologist working in an SCI Rehab unit in 
the UK. I found your ‘Back on Track’ book while online 
and it’s got loads of useful information to share with 
our patients here and is much more in depth than 
anything we have available”. The Queensland Health 
Authority also use it for their new SCI patients.



The last edition – the third - was produced in 2014.  
There were some minor necessary updates at the time, 
but the bulk of the information, the subjects covered 
and the photos have remained unchanged since it was 
first produced almost 20 years ago.

It’s time for a complete update.  And for new chapters 
to be added including: women’s health and fertility; 
the importance of rehabilitation; what to expect if you 
walk out of hospital; how aging is affected by an SCI; 
the power of hope …

This won’t be an overnight project.  And it won’t be a 
cheap one.

 We need help.  Your help.

The budget – including rewrite, graphics, photos and 
printing – is expected to be close to $70,000 for the 
first run.  It’s a mighty investment, but we know … in 
fact we’ve SEEN the positive returns.

The Rotary Club of Avonhead can see the benefits 
too.  They’ve partnered with us to provide a dollar-
for-dollar matching opportunity!  For every dollar you 
give to this appeal, they will match it – up to $25,000!  
We could have $50,000 of this budget sorted before 
the end of the month – wow!

When we approached Geoff Instone, Avonhead 
Rotary’s President, he could instantly see this 
project was an asset to the community. “We run a 
charity golf tournament every year to raise funds 
for a worthy local charity.  This ticks all our boxes – 
it benefits the local community (and then some!); 
it helps a local organisation to get a project off the 
ground; it provides a ‘hand up, not a hand-out’ – this 
matching campaign will hopefully provide even more 
of an incentive for NZST’s own support base. Our 
committee could see straight away that this was a 
classic ‘win-win’ situation.”

We currently have enough copies on hand to see 
out this year.  That might sound as though we’ve 
got plenty of time, but the process of a re-write is a 
lengthy one so we need to get started sooner rather 
than later to avoid the real risk of running out and 
having to do an interim re-print.The boat is fantastic 
it’s really accessible and the crew is so friendly , they 
made everything so easy for us on wheelchairs .

I didn’t get a chance to check upstairs i was too busy 
trying to catch a big fish and yeah it’s amazing and 
can’t wait to go fishing again 

And thank you as well for giving me the opportunity 
to join you guys, I really enjoyed that day 

Please will you help folk get Back on Track by donating today?

Donate directly to our bank account:

NZ Spinal Trust, Westpac Parklands, 03 - 1597 - 0101190 - 00 
(Use your name and ‘BOT Appeal’ as reference)

OR  Phone our office (03) 383 6881 and we can help process your 
credit card donation

If you donate now, your gift will be doubled by the 
generous team at Rotary Club of Avonhead – they 
believe in our ability to deliver and they’re prepared 
to match every single dollar that’s donated before 
May 8th. So, your $25 donation means $50 to NZST, 
$100 becomes $200, $500 becomes $1,000 … you get 
the idea.  Remember - Rotary Club of Avonhead will 
match up to $25,000!
Let’s get this project ‘back on track’



Shaping Better Lives

GO hit the shops.

GO to lunch with friends. Go to the  
all-night party.

GO have fun. Go live your life to the 
fullest.

GO you, knowing that Zygo’s back  
support system has got your back, 
wherever you go.

GO enjoy the freedom of technology 
that’s more breathable, lightweight and 
easier to install, lock and remove.

GO all day (or night) with more comfort, 
more flexibility and more adjustability.

GO your own way, with more ways 
to customise your back support and 
accessories than ever before.

So wherever you go, your wheelchair 
reflects you.

GO be your best you.

With Zygo, you can go for it. GO YOU.

Visit spexseating.com/zygo for more.

GO YOU



Optimus 2 RS

iChair MC2 RS

0800 238 523 | mortonperry.co.nz
Contact our team for a product demonstration

Designed & Manufactured in Germany

Serious outdoor mobility
>  For more challenging outdoor environments, 

including: Unpaved paths, steep inclines & 
kerbs.

>  With 350W, 4 pole motors
>  FWD configuration, ideal for climbing
>  Rear baggage rack included

Optimum driver comfort
>   ErgoSeat seating system & chassis with 

individual wheel suspension.
>   Power functions standard, include tilt  

& back recline.

Travel further
>  Outdoor distance up to 60 km

Occupant can remain in chair  
in vehicle
>  Crash Test Safety Compliant to ISO7176-19,  

NZ LVVTA 45-60  2.6

Excellent traction and outdoor mobility
>  2 Rear tyre options: 

Extra Wide Terrain tyre: 14” (pictured) 
Standard: 15” (chair width 65cm)

>  RWD ideal for extra torque

Black-red RS design
>  160Kg max SWL  + 10 kg additional load
> Rear baggage rack included

Greater range & speed
>  Travel up to 40km
>  Max speed 13kmph

Occupant can remain in chair  
in vehicle
>  Crash Test Safety Compliant to ISO7176-19,  

NZ LVVTA 45-60  2.6

Travel further outdoors





  hello@cubro.co.nz   |  cubro.co.nz

At Cubro our RAZ rehabilitation shower commodes can be 
fully customised so you can enjoy a shower more comfortably. 
Let us help, find the perfect fit.

Call us 0800 101 211, email hello@cubro.co.nz 
or view our range online at cubro.co.nz  

Hear how the Raz 
helped to transform 
Mandy’s shower time.                      
Head over to cubro.co.nz
Scan this 
to check it 
out now

- Mandy Slade on her RAZ shower commode

I am so 
much more         
comfortable now.

0800 840 940 drakemedox.co.nzmedox@nz.drakeintl.com

The right care makes 
all the difference
For the past 50 years, Drake Medox NZ has been a respected 
provider of healthcare professionals, registered nurses and 
homecare support workers across New Zealand.
We provide a range of services including complex care 
funded by the ACC, Ministry of Health or private clients. 

The Medox Difference

A trusted name in 
homecare since 1971

Proud employer of 
people with disabilities

24 hour support 
service based in NZ

Proven recruitment 
& selection process

A dedicated team of 
Homecare Consultants

A tailored plan based 
on needs & goals


